Purpose of the LHCb Calorimeter System
Detector requirements Preshower (PS) and Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD):
• PID for L0 electron and photon trigger p gg • electron, photon/pion separation by PS • photon/MIP separation by SPD • charged multiplicity veto by SPD g p y y
Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL):
• E t of electrons, photons and π 0 for L0 trigger 
ECAL Shashlik modules 3312 shashlik modules with 25 X0 Pb
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±20%
Testbeam measurements show that independent calibrations with Cs source and 50 GeV π -coincide i hi 2 3%
All HCAL modules have undergone Cs test during production with requirement that tile response has to be within ±20% of average Normalize to neighboring cells 
